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Scottish Ballet is a world leader in 
developing models for health and 
wellbeing across the life course. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here talk about how the media bomb last week reinforces this – SB Health is on a roll….. An important question this brings in my mind and I really want your input on – how do we as Scottish Ballet use this to the company and programme advantage – as leverage to get to the next stage?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
More explanation per area if you want to give it is as follows:EXCELLENCE: As a ballet company, excellence and setting a standard is at the heart of our approach. Scottish Ballet Health programmes are delivered by experienced practitioners, by dancers from our company and, when we deliver our activities in local contexts, we always find the best local musician in the area, the most beautiful local space for the activity. INTEGRITY: Always seeking to look beyond the diagnosis, the dignity of each and every individual is embedded in a programme that uses dance techniques and therapeutic approaches to offer an alternative way to tackle health and wellbeing conditions.  INCLUSION: We meet people where they are, and try never to make presumptions. This includes and empowers all with whom we come into contact: an individual with Alzheimer’s, a young person with depression, a front line health worker or our own dancers and staff, so they can be ambitious for themselves and for their community. The programme is movement based: language is no problem.AGILITY: Within a week of Covid-19 restrictions and lockdown, the Scottish Ballet Health team launched daily online dance health classes. One month into lockdown, the company created a fortnightly package of movement exercises for on-duty staff within the NHS and Social Care system. Being responsive is a crucial part of our work both for existing programmes and the incubation of new ones. 



Scottish Ballet Health 
Partnership working
Bespoke dance content
Live music  
Social aspect
Research
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here talk about how the media bomb last week reinforces this – SB Health is on a roll….. An important question this brings in my mind and I really want your input on – how do we as Scottish Ballet use this to the company and programme advantage – as leverage to get to the next stage?



Research 

SB Health has a Research Committee
working with Health Improvement
Scotland (HIS).

We have existing partnerships in place
with university partners in Scotland and
the US. 

Key individuals with skills in: clinical
research design, ethics, research 
funding, specialist medical knowledge, 
social research, academic expertise are 
offering time in-kind. 

The Research Committee will enable SB 
Health to design research that strongly
evidences our work to the health and
social care sector.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention long covid project in development, and that from the start you will research the effectiveness and impact. This can also be important for Elevate because the symptoms are similar to MS. 



Thank you









Elevate
Dance for Multiple Sclerosis
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